12 Books by and about Artists and Art that will Push and Inspire
By Lisa Congdon, Artist

Margaret Kilgallen: In the Sweet Bye & Bye by Margaret Kilgallen
N6537.K513 A4 2006

And the Pursuit of Happiness by Maira Kalman JK1726 .K35 2010

Calder at Home: The Joyous Environment of Alexander Calder


I Wonder by Marian Bantjes NC999.6.C2 B36 2010

Flowerhead: The Illustrations of Olaf Hajek NC981.5.H3 H3 2009

By Hand: The Use of Craft in Contemporary Art by Shu Hung and Joseph Magliaro N6498.H36 B94 2010

Learning to Love you More by Harrell Fletcher & Miranda July NX175 .F53 2007

Color: A Natural History of the Palette by Victoria Finlay ND1488 .F56 2002

Pattern by Orla Kiely TT505.K5 K54 2010

Letters to a Young Poet by Rainer Maria Rilke PT2635.l65 Z488 1986

Louise Bourgeois by Frances Morris NB237.B65 A4 2007